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fn;wer all FrvE questions. Students are allowed to answer all questions in English oRBatrasa Malaysia OR combinations of both.
1' (a) Two particles emitting from a source have displacements rr = 4i + 3j + gk
and rz:2i+10j+5k at any time. Find the displacement of secondparticle relative to first.
(3/1s)
(b) Prove that (axa')+(b+b,)+(cxc,)=O, where a,b,c are vectors and
t, ,b,, c, their reciprocals.
(6trs)
(c) A particle is moving in a circular orbit of radius l0 cm. If its frequency ofmotion is- 60 cycles/sec., find the time period, velocity *a u"".i.ration ofthe particle.
2. (a) If F = t21 - tzj + (2t + t;[ . fina the value of
(6/ts)
(3trs)
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(b) If r=ae't-be-'t, showthat q-(D2r=0; a,b areconstantvectorsanddt'
ro beine a constant.
(6trs)
(c) A particle moves along a curve whose parametric equations are r : e t,y:2 cos 3t, z:2 sin 3t, where t is the time
(i) Determine its velocity and acceleration at any time.(ii) Find the magnitudes of velocity and acceleration at t:0.
(6/rs)
3. (a) If A=xzyzi-2xz3j+nk, B=2zi+yj-x2k find ii1o."; atAxAy(r,0, _2).
(st20)
(b) If r is the position vector of a point, deduce the value 
"rg"a [1'] .- \r/
(s/20)
(c) If V = xzzi-Zytr' j+ ry2zk
(i) find V.V at the point (1, -1, l).
(ii) If v = xi + Yi find V.v
x+y
(iii) If V =xcoszi + ylog x j-zzk, evaluate V.V
(r0/20)
4. Prove the following:
(i) div grad 0 = v2O 6/25)
(ii) curlgrad0=Vx(VQ):0 gl2|)
(iii) divcurlf=V.(Vxf)=6 6t25)
(iv) curlcurl f =Vx(Vxf):graddivf -V2f (7/25)
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5. (a) Given that r(t) =2i-j+2k when t: 2 and r(t) =4i_2j+3k whent:3.
Show that [' ..9l dt = l or2 dt
(t0/2s)
(b) Let 4: a5 *y and let V denote the closed region bounded by the planes
4x+2y+z:8, r:0, y:0, z=0
evaluate lll Oo".
(rs/2s)
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